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strikes and lock-outs, which inflict injury,,both directly * and
indirectly, upon the volume of employment. With steadier
demand there is good reason to believe that stoppages of
work consequent upon industrial disputes would be less fre-
quent and less extensive than they are in present conditions.
§ 9. From the above results an important practical in-
ference may be drawn. Suppose that, apart from State inter-
vention, the wages bill would have oscillated between A in
good times and (A-a) in bad times. The public authorities
may make it stable either by causing it to expand in bad times
and contract in good times to (A-Ja), or by causing it to
expand in bad times to A, while leaving it unchanged in good
times. Subject to the qualifications set out in § 6, provided
that no progressive upward or downward trend is imposed
on the wages bill, it makes no difference to the average volume
of unemployment over good and bad times together which of
these two contrasted lines of policy the public authorities
elect to follow. Both of them reduce the average percentage
of unemployment over good and bad times together to the
same extent.
§ 10. In the third situation, distinguished in § 2, the money
wages bill moves progressively upward. Once more it is
evident that, if competition among wage-earners were thorough-
going, so that, with a stationary wages bill, there would be
full employment, a progressively rising wages bill could do
nothing to better it. But, with a tendency in wage rates to
adjust themselves so as to establish a positive unemployment
percentage Ji, if the wages bill is constant, a continuously
rising wages bill will almost certainly be associated with a
percentage that is less than fe. For the apparatus of wage
adjustment is subject to a time-lag ; the pursuer never catches
up with the pursued. This consideration goes far to explain
the extremely low level of unemployment that usually exists,
after the preliminary period of adjustment, in great wars.
Demand for labour manifested through the wages bill is con-
tinually rising, while money wage rates, partly held back by
patriotic reluctance on the part of wage-earners to press their
claims to the limit, lag behind. At the same time, it must
be remembered, labour is apt to be rendered abnormally
1 Persons directly involved in industrial disputes are not counted as unem-
ployed in British statistics.

